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With the growth of access to mobile devices, more applications are emerging for the most diverse purposes. In the health area,
applications for monitoring patients with some type of dementia facilitate the day-to-day tasks of both patients and caregivers.
However, a remaining challenge is to maintain patient loyalty in using the application so that their data can be constantly collected
and analyzed, and treatments and follow-ups can be effective. One approach to trying to improve this situation is to customize and
adapt the system, bringing it closer to the preferences of each user. This paper presents the conceptual approach and a prototype of a
mobile self-monitoring system for patients with Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), a pre-dementia condition, which aims to maintain
user loyalty in using the system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software adaptation is an approach that aims to enable the system used to meet specific user needs [1]. Interface
adaptation, for example, can favor changing visual elements such as text size and colors. Several areas have used
software adaptation to improve the user experience and keep the user active in the system. Such adaptations are often
perceived in games, web applications, and healthcare applications [6].
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Automatic change of components can contribute to improving the attractiveness of self-monitoring systems by
encouraging the continuity of using it [8]. There are several approaches to automatically adapt the system, based on
user preferences [3], through facial expression recognition [2] or even through capturing user physiological data [6].

This article presents the conception of an automatic software adaptation approach for self-monitoring systems for
the health area. An initial prototype was created to monitor medication schedule, cognitive questionnaire, and physical
activity, whose main users are patients and caregivers of people with Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), a stage before
dementia.

The next sections are presented as follows. Section 2 presents related work about software adaptation. In Section 3
the proposed approach is described together with the prototype created. Initial results and discussion are presented in
Section 4 and the Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 RELATEDWORK

Software adaptation for health applications has been explored considering different approaches and goals. Adaptations
focused on the interface elements, allowing caregivers to define elements such as colors, menu icons, and fonts, are
presented in Mulvenna et al. [8], which proposed an application for monitoring, risk notifications, and reminders.
Jönsson et al. [4], proposes a system to notify mealtimes at nursing homes through a tablet. The adaptation allows
modifying the image displayed when the software is inactive, as well as the background color of the notification screen,
text color, and notification ringtone. Similarly, in Øksnebjerg et al. [9] a system with basic calendar functionalities with
events and notifications, diary, to-do list, and contacts are presented and evaluated.

Although the applications offer several functionalities, a great challenge is to keep the user motivated to use them, to
keep the results consistent [7]. Approaches such as Affective Computing and gamification can collaborate to better
understand the users, adapt the system to their profiles, and maintain their interest in the application [1, 5], increasing
their adherence even in patients with different stages of dementia [5].

3 CONCEPTUAL APPROACH AND PROTOTYPE

This work intends to develop an approach for self-monitoring applications by using automatic adaptation to provide
customization. As proof of concept, we are directing the application to patients with MCI. Figure 1 presents a conceptual
approach, as well as the interaction flow of the patient and the healthcare professional.

The application captures the patient’s facial expression, the emotion will be recognized, and the application interface
will be adapted according to the settings established by the health professional. The web service is responsible for
notifying the application and sending the adaptations to be carried out. Initially, neutral or smiling expressions will
be recognized, and the adaptation will be made by detecting a neutral expression during the execution of daily tasks.
The tasks will have generic themes and themes targeting the user’s pre-configured preferences. These themes will be
adapted according to the recognized expression.

To first evaluate functionalities and usability, we build a prototype that includes some initial monitoring functionalities
and a cognitive questionnaire. From evaluations and discussions with the research group, the prototype will be refined,
and the initial version will be made available for testing with users.

An initial prototype was developed with functionalities to monitor the medication schedule and physical activities,
besides a cognitive questionnaire (Figure 2). The registration page allows the user to input basic information for
identification and registration (Figure 2a). The medication schedule allows the patient to register the medications in
use, define the frequency of use, and control when a medication was administered by receiving a notification at the
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed approach

configured time (Figures 2b and 2c). The cognitive questionnaire aims to periodically evaluate the current state of
the patient with simple and direct questions with fixed alternatives (Figure 2d). Finally, the physical activity record is
integrated with Google Fit 1 and allows viewing the steps captured and recorded by the mobile phone (Figure 2e). The
prototype was developed for the Android platform with React Native framework 2.

Fig. 2. Prototype screenshots: (a) Registration, (b) Medication Schedule, (c) Medication Input, (d) CognitiveQuestionnaire, (e) Physical
Activities

4 INITIAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An experiment was conducted to evaluate the usability and functionality of the prototype created. Three volunteers,
who are health professionals, answered the proposed questionnaire. Each item evaluated had a navigation proposal and
five questions about usability and interface. Grade percentage was calculated based on the score of each positive or
negative answer and is presented in Table 1. The lowest percentages of each item are highlighted in bold.

As noted in Table 1, the system was well accepted by users; however, some relevant points were raised. The three
items with the lowest acceptance are highlighted in the Mean column and must receive greater attention. In the first
item, Login and User Creation, a user had difficulty with the date component to select the date of birth. The component
can be updated to allow the user to input directly this date, instead of selecting the date in a calendar. The Cognitive
Questionnaire questions and options need to be clearer, with a better description of each item, as suggested by the
users. Finally, in navigation through the application, a user identified that today’s list could contain all the items to be
performed on a determined day, such as the proposal to do physical activities or answer the cognitive questionnaire, in
addition to the medications to be administered.
1https://www.google.com/fit/
2https://reactnative.dev/
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Table 1. User acceptance for each system functionality

Evaluated Item User 1 User 2 User 3 Mean
Login and User creation 60% 80% 80% 73%
Cognitive Questionnaire 40% 100% 100% 80%
Screen “Today Medications” 100% 80% 80% 87%
Screen “Add Medication” 60% 100% 100% 87%
Screen “Medications List” 60% 100% 100% 87%
Screen “Usage History” 80% 100% 100% 93%
Screen “Physical Activities” 80% 100% 80% 87%
App Notifications 80% 100% 100% 93%
App Navigation 80% 40% 80% 67%

5 CONCLUSION

This paper presented a conceptual approach for automatic adaptation in self-monitoring software, a prototype to
monitor patients with MCI, and the initial results of an experiment conducted with health professionals. This prototype
will be improved and used as a proof of concept of an automatic software adaptation approach for self-monitoring
systems based on emotion recognition. The next steps will be the emotion recognition by using facial expressions, as
well as the definition and implementation of the automatic adaptation after detecting that the patient is not having a
good experience when using the application. Finally, usability tests will be conducted with end users (patients and
caregivers) to evaluate the impacts of the automatic adaptation on the use of the proposed application.
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